
INT. WOC STUDIO - DAY36 36

Dutch is calling a baseball game. He reads the Teletype 
that just arrived: FOUL BALL.   

DUTCH
Finsaas fouls it down the right field 
line. Some lucky fan just got a souvenir!

INT. CONTROL ROOM - A MOMENT LATER37 37

Engineer Mort looks in horror at the Teletype. He 
frantically motions through the glass that the Machine 
has gone out. 

DUTCH - Eyes go wide, speechless momentarily. Dead air... 
And he motions again for a BAT CRACK noise. 

DUTCH
Long ball down the line!... And it is... 
fouled again! Well, how about this?   We 
might want to get comfortable, he could 
be fouling these off all night. Here 
comes the pitch-- I can’t believe it, 
another foul! Say, doesn’t this remind 
you of last years’ playoffs...

PUSH INTO: DUTCH’S FACE. The words roll out of him now as 
his voice FADES DOWN and Viktor’s VO FADES UP. 

VIKTOR (V.O.)
The bedrock power of a leader. The 
ability to communicate clearly, and make 
people want to listen to you. Radio was 
the perfect first step for the man whose 
people would one day call The Great 
Communicator. He stumbled onto his second 
step after covering a baseball team’s 
spring training in California.

EXT. HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, SUNSET, ETC. - LATE THIRTIES 38 38

Establishing. STOCK SHOTS of Tinseltown, in all her pre-
War glory under HOORAY FOR HOLLYWOOD!. 

INT. WARNER BROTHERS SOUNDSTAGE - DAY39 39

Make-up is applied to Dutch’s 28 year old face as his 
agent GEORGE WARD watches over. Lights, cameras, people 
scurrying with purpose. The Gravitas of a big movie set.  
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ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Dutch? Who’s named Dutch? What’s it say 
on your birth certificate? You got one, 
right?

DUTCH
Ronald. 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
(scrawls it on the slate)

Ronald Reagan. Much better. Two R’s. 
Studio will love that. 

DUTCH
You don’t think it sounds... sissy? 

GEORGE
(takes Dutch’s glasses off)

Not with a mug like that it don’t. 

And he is Ronald Reagan from this moment on.

INT. SOUNDSTAGE - MOMENTS LATER40 40

Reagan stands awkwardly while an up and coming STARLET 
from the Warners stable throws a tantrum. 

STARLET
This is the wrong scene!   

DIRECTOR
Well, that’s that. Just re-schedule it. 

GEORGE
Absolutely not! It’s not our fault she 
memorized the wrong sides.  

DIRECTOR
Fine. Let her read it. We’re not looking 
at her anyway. 

GEORGE
No! That’ll kill the test, you know that. 
Let her memorize his scene. 

STARLET
What??? 

DIRECTOR
Can we please re-schedule?

REAGAN
No sir. I got a train to catch. Let’s do 
this now. May I look at your script? 
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